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Abstract. It has been demonstrated that multibiometrics can produce
higher accuracy than single biometrics. This is mainly because the use
of multiple biometric traits of the subject enables more information to be
used for identification or verification. In this paper, we focus on bimodal
biometrics and propose a novel representation and recognition approach
to bimodal biometrics. This approach first denotes the biometric trait sam-
ple by a complex vector. Then, it represents the test sample through the
training samples and classifies the test sample as follows: let the test
sample be expressed as a linear combination of all the training samples
each being a complex vector. The proposed approach obtains the solu-
tion by solving a linear system. After evaluating the effect, in representing
the test sample of each class, the approach classifies the test sample
into the class that makes the greatest effect. The approach proposed is
not only novel but also simple and computationally efficient. A large num-
ber of experiments show that our method can obtain promising results. C©
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1 Introduction23

Biometrics, which focuses on identifying personal identities24

using static characters such as face, palmprint, fingerprint, or25

dynamic traits such as voice, signature of the individuals, is26

attracting increasing attention of the researchers in the areas27

of pattern recognition and computer vision.1–3 It has been28

proved that the use of multimodal biometric traits of individ-29

uals can achieve a higher accuracy than the use of a single30

biometric.4–12 The system that uses two biometric images to31

perform identity authentication is a special and simple form32

of the multimodal biometric system and is usually referred to33

as bimodal biometrics.13 Actually, a bimodal biometric sys-34

tem can be viewed as the simplest multibiometric system.235

It seems that this kind of system not only can fuse two dis-36

tinct biometric traits such as the face and speech,5 shape and37

texture,6 face and fingerprint,7 ear and face,8 the fingerprint38

and the iris,9 as well as hand and face,10 but also can fuse two39

different but somewhat similar biometric traits such as the40

left palmprint and right palmprint image,14 the visible light41

face image and the infrared face image,15 as well as the left42

and right ear image.43

A variety of schemes have been proposed for implement-44

ing multibiometrics including bimodal biometrics. It is com-45

monly accepted that there are three main kinds of biometric46

fusion schemes,2 i.e., the feature level fusion scheme,10, 13–17
47

the matching score level fusion scheme,18–22 and the decision48

level fusion scheme.23–25
49

In this paper, we propose a novel feature level fusion ap-50

proach to bimodal biometrics. This approach first denotes the51

biometric trait samples including the training and test sam-52

ples by complex vectors. The approach assumes that the test53

sample can be expressed as a linear combination of all the54
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training samples and obtains the solution by solving a linear 55

system. After evaluating the effect in representing the test 56

sample of each class, the approach classifies the test sample 57

into the class that makes the greatest effect. We perform a 58

large number of experiments to test our method. Experimen- 59

tal results show that our method can obtain a better classifica- 60

tion performance than the state-of-the-art fusion approaches. 61

We note that some complex-vector-based methods such 62

as complex PCA and complex LDA have been proposed.16, 26 Q263

The approach proposed in this paper is distinct from these 64

methods in the following aspects: first, the methods in 65

Refs. 16 and 26 are transform-based methods that transform 66

samples and classify samples in a new space, whereas our 67

method does not need any transforming. Second, the methods 68

in Refs. 16 and 26 classify the test sample by calculating the 69

distance or similarity between this sample and all the training 70

samples. However, our method first computes the effect of 71

each training sample in representing the test sample, and then 72

classifies the test sample to the class that makes the greatest 73

effect among all the classes. Our method not only provides a 74

novel and feasible feature level fusion approach to bimodal 75

biometrics, but also explores its potential. 76

We also note that the sparse representation method 77

has been used for face recognition,27–29 background 78

modeling,,30 clustering,,31 motion segmentation,32 image 79

classification tasks,,33 cancer biomarker identification,,34 sig- 80

nal processing,35, 36 and gene selection.37 We show that al- 81

though the sparse representation method27, 28 is also derived 82

from the idea of representing the test sample by using the 83

training samples in the original space, it has several disad- 84

vantages. First, as the sparse representation method assumes 85

that the sparse linear combination of the training samples, 86

i.e., a linear combination of one subset of all the training 87

samples, can well represent the test sample, and it has to ob- 88

tain its solution at a high computational cost. Second, from 89
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Fig. 1 The following block diagram of the main steps of our method.

the viewpoint of data representation, a certain linear combi-90

nation of all the training samples can express the test sample91

more accurately than the sparse linear combination. Indeed, if92

the sparse linear combination is too sparse, the representation93

result will have a large deviation from the test sample, which94

probably causes bad classification performance. Third, since95

its solution is produced by an iterative linear programming96

algorithm, it seems that the solution might not be unique.97

In our experiment, we compared our new method with98

popular PCA and LDA. All the methods are tested by only99

image data. We conducted the comparison on three biometric100

face databases. When implementing either PCA and LDA,101

we integrated the score level fusion2 with them in order to102

perform bimodal biometrics. The experiment results show103

that our method performs better than PCA and LDA in face104

recognition accuracy.105

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 de-106

scribes our method. Section 3 presents the experimental re-107

sults and gives some analysis of them. Section 4 offers our108

conclusions.109

2 Our Method to Represent the Test Sample110

In this section we briefly describe our method. Suppose that111

there are L classes. Let A1. . . . . . An denote n training sam-112

ples of the first biometric trait in the original space. Let113

B1. . . . . . Bn be n training samples of the second biometric114

trait in the original space. Suppose that all the samples, i.e.,115

Ak and Bk(k = 1, 2, . . . , n), are in the form of column vec-116

tors. We can use Ck = Ak + i Bk (k = 1, 2, . . . , n) to stand117

for the k’th sample of the bimodal biometric trait. Hereafter,118

Ck(k = 1, 2, . . . , n) is referred to as a bimodal training sam-119

ple. Let Y denote the test sample of the bimodal biometric120

trait. Y and Ck are all complex vectors.121

We assume that in the original space test sample, Y can122

be represented by a linear combination of all the training123

samples, i.e.124

Y =
n∑

k=1

βkCk . (1)

Equation (1) can be rewritten into the following equation:125

Y = Cβ, (2)

where β = (β1 . . . βn)T , C = (C1 . . . Cn).126

We devise an objective function Z = ||Y − Cβ||2127

+ γ ||β||2, where γ is a positive constant. We solve Eq. (2)128

under the constraint that Z should reach its minimum value.129

Using the Lagrangian algorithm, we have130

β = (CT C + γ I )−1CT Y, (3)

where I is the identity matrix.131

From Eq. (1), we know that every training sample makes 132

its own effect in representing the test sample. The effect that 133

the k’th training sample makes is βkCk (k = 1, 2, . . . , n). 134

Since we know which class each training sample Ck (k 135

= 1, 2, . . . , n) belongs to, we can calculate the sum of the 136

effect of the training samples from each class. For example, 137

if all the training samples from the d’th class are Cs . . . Ct , 138

then the effect in representing the test sample of the d’th class 139

will be gd = βsCs + · · · + βt Ct . We can covert gd into a two- 140

dimensional image and refer to it as the reconstruction images 141

generated from the d’th class. We assume that the smaller the 142

ed = ||Y − gd ||2 (d = 1, 2, . . . , L), the greater the effect of 143

the dth class. We classify Y into the class that makes the 144

greatest effect. The following block diagram clearly presents 145

the main steps of our method (Fig. 1). 146

3 Experiments 147

We performed the experiments using three bimodal 148

databases, i.e., CSIST, Lab1, and Lab2 face image databases. 149

Both Lab1 and Lab2 face image databases were created by 150

our lab, Bio-Computing Research Center. The common char- 151

acteristic of the three databases is that each subject in the 152

database simultaneously provides its visible light face images 153

and near-infrared face images. Using these three databases, 154

we conducted a series of experiments to test the performance 155

of our new method, as well as two popular face recognition 156

methods, PCA and LDA. The experiments of PCA or LDA 157

were implemented as follows: we first applied PCA or LDA 158

to visible light face images and near-infrared face images, 159

respectively. As a sample had a visible light face image and 160

a near-infrared face image, PCA or LDA produced two fea- 161

tures for a sample, the feature of the visible light face image, 162

and the feature of the near-infrared face image. We calculated 163

the distances between the PCA-based or LDA-based feature 164

extraction results of the test sample and training samples. For 165

a test sample and a training sample, we first normalized the 166

distance and then calculated the sum of the distance (referred 167

to as summed distance) between the features of the visible 168

light face images of these two samples and the distance be- 169

tween the features of the near-infrared face image of these 170

two samples. We classified the test sample into the class of 171

the training sample that had the minimum summed distance. 172

Indeed, our experiments on PCA and LDA used the matching 173

score level fusion scheme.38 Hereafter, we refer to PCA and 174

LDA as PCA score level fusion and LDA score level fusion, 175

respectively. 176

In this section, we will first present experimental details 177

including data preprocessing, the training set and test set, 178

and the parameters of PCA and LDA. We then show the 179

experimental results and provide the analysis of them. 180
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Table 1 Average face recognition error rates of LDA score level fusion
and our method on CSIST.

Algorithms Average error rate

LDA (score level fusion) 9.42%

Our method 5.08%

3.1 Experimental Detail181

3.1.1 Data preprocessing182

Before implementing our method, we first performed some183

preprocessing steps for the face images. The images of the184

CSIST database and Lab2 database are all RGB color images.185

We first transformed the color images to gray images using186

the following linear transformation:187

Gray = 0.299 × R + 0.587 × G + 0.114 × B. (4)

where Gray denotes the pixel value of the obtained gray188

images. The range of the pixel values generated from the189

color images is 0 to 255. We normalized all of the pixel190

values by dividing them by 255, so the range of the pixel191

values becomes 0 to 1.192

It seems that the face image matrix has a large dimen-193

sion. For example, the size of every face image of the CSIST194

database is 128×128. As a result, if we convert the image195

into a one-dimensional vector, its dimension will be 16,384.196

When we use the MATLAB software to implement PCA and197

LDA on this database, we always encounter the “out of mem-198

ory” error. In order to overcome this problem, we first used199

the down-sampling algorithm in Ref. 39 to transform the200

original face image into a 64×64 image and then converted201

the obtained image into a one-dimensional vector. After ob-202

taining the one-dimensional vector x of each face image, we203

converted it into a unit vector using the following equation:204

x′ = x/||x||, (5)

where x′ represents the unit vector obtained and ‖x‖ is the205

norm of x. We applied PCA, LDA, and our method to the206

one-dimensional unit vectors. We also dealt with the face207

images of Lab1 and Lab2 databases in the same way.208

3.1.2 Training set and test set209

We adopted different schemes to divide the images of a210

face database into a training set and a test set. For the211

CSIST and Lab1 databases, we performed experiments on212

all possible training sets and the corresponding test sets213

generated from the available images. If s samples of all214

the n samples of one class are used for training, there215

Table 2 Average face recognition error rates of PCA score level
fusion on CSIST.

Dimension of the
features obtained
using PCA 50 100 150 200

Average face
recognition error
rate

10.83% 9.42% 9.42% 9.42%

Fig. 2 The visible and near-infrared face images of one subject in
the CSIST database. The first row shows the visible light face images
and the second row shows the near-infrared face images.

are ( n
s ) = [n(n − 1) . . . (n − s + 1)]/s(s − 1) . . . 1 possible 216

combinations that can divide the n samples into training and 217

test samples. We used the same combinations to determine 218

training samples and test samples for all the classes. Thus, 219

there are ( n
s ) training sets and corresponding ( n

s ) test sets. 220

Because the number of samples from per class in the Lab2 221

database is very large, we did not perform experiments for 222

all the possible training and test sets. 223

3.1.3 Experiment details of PCA and LDA 224

PCA and LDA are two popular dimensionality reduction 225

methods and have been used as baseline face recognition 226

algorithms. PCA finds a low-dimensional embedding of the 227

data points that best preserves their variance as measured in 228

the high-dimensional input space.40 The goal of LDA is to 229

transform the samples into a new space where the ratio of 230

between-class scatter matrix and within-class scatter matrix 231

is maximized. 232

Fig. 3 Two original visible and near-infrared face images from the
CSIST database and the images corresponding to the reconstruction
results (referred to as reconstruction images) of these two images. a-
1 and a-2 show the original visible and near-infrared face images. b-1
and b-2 show the reconstruction images, of the original visible and
near-infrared face images, obtained using PCA. c-1 and c-2 show the
reconstruction images, of the original visible and near-infrared face
images obtained using LDA. d-1, d-2, d-3, d-4, d-5, and d-6 show the
reconstruction images generated from the three classes that make
the first three greatest effects in representing the test sample. d-1,
d-3, and d-5 denote the reconstruction images of the real part of
the complex sample vector, i.e., the original visible light face image,
generated from the three classes that make the first three greatest
effects in representing the test sample. d-2, d-4, and d-6 denote the
reconstruction images of the imaginary part of the complex sample
vector, i.e., the original near-infrared face image generated from the
three classes that make the first three greatest effects in representing
the test sample.
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Table 3 Time taken by PCA score level fusion, LDA score level fusion,
and our method on CSIST.

Algorithms
PCA score level

fusion
LDA score level

fusion Our method

Time (seconds) 1809 2237 17

Let Sw and Sb denote the within-class matrix and between-233

class matrix in LDA, respectively. To prevent Sw from being234

singular, we regularize Sw by Sw = Sw + μI , where I is the235

identity matrix and μ is a small positive constant. We set236

μ = 0.001 for all the experiments.237

In the LDA algorithm, the maximum possible rank of Sb238

is c − 1 where c is the number of classes. As a result, (Sw239

+ μI )−1Sb has at most c − 1 nonzero eigenvalues.41, 42 Be-240

cause of this, we used LDA to transform the image data into241

a c − 1 dimensional subspace. We also used PCA to trans-242

form the image data into 50, 100, 150, and 200 dimensional243

vectors, respectively.244

3.2 Experiment Result and Analysis245

In this section, we provide the experiment results of face246

recognition of PCA score level fusion, LDA score level fu-247

sion, our new method on the three bimodal databases, and248

give some simple analysis to them as well. When imple-249

menting our method, we set μ to 0.001. The personal com-250

puter used has the Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU (Q8300251

2.5G) and 2.0 G physical memories. The software used is252

MATLAB.253

3.2.1 Experiment result and analysis on the CSIST254

database255

The CSIST database contains one visible light face image256

database and the corresponding near-infrared face image257

database. Each of the two databases contains 400 face im-258

ages from 100 subjects, each providing four images. We259

selected one visible light image and one near-infrared image260

from every subject as training samples and the left as test261

samples. We tested all the test sample sets as described in262

Sec. 3.1.2 and computed the average performance of them263

as the final result. Table 1 shows the average recognition er-264

ror rates of LDA score level fusion and our method on the265

CSIST database. The number of training samples per sub-266

ject is 1 and the dimension of the features obtained using267

LDA is 99. Table 2 shows the average face recognition er-268

ror rates of PCA score level fusion on the CSIST database.269

Figure 2 shows the visible and near-infrared face images of270

one subject in the CSIST database. The first row shows the271

visible light face images and the second row shows the near-272

infrared face images. Figure 3 shows two original visible and273

near-infrared face images from the CSIST database and the274

Table 4 Average face recognition error rates of LDA score level fusion
and our method on Lab1.

TrainNo 2 3 4 5 6

LDA score level fusion 0.09% 0.01% 0 0 0

Our method 0.10% 0.01% 0 0 0

Table 5 Average face recognition error rates of PCA score level fu-
sion on Lab1.

TrainNo/

Dimension of the

features 2 3 4 5 6

50 0.41% 0.26% 0.19% 0.13% 0.09%

100 0.41% 0.27% 0.19% 0.13% 0.09%

150 0.41% 0.27% 0.18% 0.13% 0.09%

200 0.41% 0.27% 0.18% 0.13% 0.09%

images corresponding to the reconstruction results (referred 275

to as reconstruction images) of these two images. 276

From Tables 1 and 2, we see that our method obtains a 277

much lower error rate than PCA score level fusion and LDA 278

score level fusion. The average face recognition error rate of 279

our method is 4% lower than those of PCA score level fusion 280

and LDA score level fusion. Table 3 shows the time taken 281

by PCA score level fusion, LDA score level fusion, and our 282

method. This table indicates that our method took much less 283

time than PCA score level fusion and LDA score level fusion. 284

3.2.2 Experiment result and analysis on the 285

Lab1 database 286

The Lab1 database also simultaneously contains visible light 287

images and near-infrared images of the subjects. There are 288

500 visible light face images and 500 near-infrared face im- 289

ages from 50 subjects, each providing 10 visible and near- 290

infrared images. These images were acquired under strictly 291

constrained conditions. The size of every face image is 292

100×80 and we resized them to 50×40. We simultaneously 293

selected 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 visible light images and near-infrared 294

images, respectively, from every subject as training samples 295

and took the remainder as test samples. We conducted ex- 296

periments for all the possible training sets and test sets and 297

show the average recognition error rates. Table 4 shows the 298

average recognition error rates of LDA score level fusion and 299

our method on the Lab1 database, where “TrainNo” denotes 300

the number of training samples per subject. The dimension 301

of the features obtained using LDA is 49. Table 5 shows av- 302

erage face recognition error rates of PCA score level fusion 303

on Lab1 database. 304

On the Lab1 database, the average face recognition error 305

rates of PCA score level fusion, LDA score level fusion, 306

and our method are all lower than 1%. Moreover, when the 307

number of training samples per subject is greater than or 308

equal to 4, the error rates of these methods are near zero. 309

Tables 4 and 5 show that our method performs better than 310

PCA score level fusion. Table 6 shows the time taken by PCA 311

Table 6 Time taken by PCA score level fusion, LDA score level fusion,
and our method on Lab1.

Algorithms
PCA score level

fusion
LDA score level

fusion Our method

Time (seconds) 186 320 5
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Fig. 4 Some visible and near-infrared face images of the first two
subjects in the Lab2 database. The first and second rows show some
visible light face images and near-infrared face images of the first
subject, obtained under varying illuminations. The third and fourth
rows show some visible light face images and near-infrared face
images, of the second subject, obtained under varying illuminations.

score level fusion, LDA score level fusion, and our method312

in the case where the first two samples of each subject were313

used as training samples, and the remaining samples were314

used as test samples. We can conclude that our method is315

computationally much more efficient than PCA score level316

fusion and LDA score level fusion.317

Fig. 5 Two original visible and near-infrared face images from the
Lab2 database and the images corresponding to the reconstruc-
tion results (referred to as reconstruction images) of these two
images. a-1 and a-2 show the original visible and near-infrared
face images.. b-1 and b-2 show the reconstruction images of the
original visible and near-infrared face images, obtained using PCA.
c-1 and c-2 show the reconstruction images of the original visible
and near-infrared face images, obtained using LDA. d-1, d-2, d-3,
d-4, d-5, and d-6 show the reconstruction images generated from the
three classes that make the first three greatest effect in representing
the test sample. d-1, d-3, and d-5 denote the reconstruction images
of the real part of the complex sample vector, i.e., the original visi-
ble light face image, generated from the three classes that make the
first three greatest effect in representing the test sample. d-2, d-4,
and d-6 denote the reconstruction images of the imaginary part of
the complex sample vector, i.e., the original near-infrared face image
generated from the three classes that make the first three greatest
effects in representing the test sample.

Table 7 Face recognition error rates of LDA score level fusion and
our method on Lab2.

Method Recognition error rate

LDA score level fusion 30.20%

Our method 23.20%

3.2.3 Experimental result and analysis on the Lab2 318

database 319

The Lab2 database also simultaneously contains visible 320

light images and near-infrared images of the subjects. This 321

database contains 1000 face images from 50 subjects, each 322

providing 20 images. These images were acquired under the 323

following four different illumination conditions: a. under the 324

environment illumination (referred to as “normal”) condi- 325

tion, b. under the condition of the environment illumination 326

pulse the illumination of the left incandescent lamp (referred 327

to as “left”), c. under the condition of the environment il- 328

lumination pulse the illumination of the right incandescent 329

lamp (referred to as “right”), d. under the condition of the 330

environment illumination pulse the illumination of the left 331

and the right incandescent lamps (referred to as “both”). The 332

size of every face image is 200×200 and we resized all of 333

them to 50×50 images. We selected the images with both 334

and left illuminations as training samples and the others as 335

test samples. Figure 4 shows some visible and near-infrared 336

face images of the first two subjects in the Lab2 database. 337

Figure 5 shows two original visible and near-infrared face 338

images from the Lab2 database and the images correspond- 339

ing to the reconstruction results (referred to as reconstruction 340

images) of these two images. 341

Table 7 shows the recognition error rates of LDA score 342

level fusion and our method on the Lab2 database. The di- 343

mension of the features obtained using LDA is 49. Table 8 344

shows the recognition error rates of PCA score level fusion. 345

We see that our method obtains a much lower error rate than 346

LDA score level fusion and PCA score level fusion. Table 9 347

shows that our method also took less time than PCA score 348

level fusion and LDA score level fusion. 349

3.3 Experiment Conclusion 350

From the experiment results on the CSIST, Lab1, and Lab2 351

databases, we see that our method out-performs PCA score 352

level fusion and LDA score level fusion. In addition, on all 353

of the three databases, our method always runs much faster 354

than PCA score level fusion and LDA score level fusion. Our 355

method also has the following potential advantages. First, 356

our method fuses visible and near-infrared face images at 357

Table 8 Face recognition error rates of PCA score level fusion on
Lab2.

Dimension of the
features obtained
using PCA 50 100 150 200

Face recognition
error rate

49.20% 48.00% 48.40% 48.00%

Optical Engineering March 2011/Vol. 50(3)000000-5
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Table 9 Time taken by PCA score level fusion, LDA score level fusion
and our method on Lab2.

Algorithms
PCA score level

fusion
LDA score level

fusion Our method

Time(seconds) 370 581 26

the feature level, which can convey the richest information358

of the bimodal biometric traits among all the possible fusion359

schemes. Second, the solution of our method can be obtained360

at a so low computational cost that its implementation is361

much faster than PCA score level fusion and LDA score362

level fusion.363

4 Conclusion364

Our method is not only a novel approach to bimodal biomet-365

rics, it also has the following characteristics: first, it proposes366

for the first time, to represent the bimodal test sample as a367

linear combination of the bimodal training samples. Second,368

it devises a very simple and reasonable algorithm to classify369

the test sample. This algorithm first evaluates the power of370

representing the test sample of the bimodal training samples371

from a class, and then it classifies the test sample into the class372

that has the maximum power. Our method also provides an373

interesting and very useful feature level fusion approach to374

bimodal biometrics.375
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